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The Physician-Patient Relationship

• History

• Legal Definitions (Relationship = Duty)

• The IME, Disability Exam, etc.

• The “Curbside Consult” 

• The Effect of Technology on the Relationship

• What Improves the Relationship

• Optimizing the Relationship 

History
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Hippocrates
I swear by Apollo the physician, and Asclepius, and Hygieia and Panacea and all the gods and goddesses as my witnesses, 
that, according to my ability and judgement, I will keep this Oath and this contract: 
To hold him who taught me this art equally dear to me as my parents, to be a partner in life with him, and to fulfill his 
needs when required; to look upon his offspring as equals to my own siblings, and to teach them this art, if they shall wish 
to learn it, without fee or contract; and that by the set rules, lectures, and every other mode of instruction, I will impart a 
knowledge of the art to my own sons, and those of my teachers, and to students bound by this contract and having sworn 
this Oath to the law of medicine, but to no others.
I will use those dietary regimens which will benefit my patients according to my greatest ability and judgement, and I will 
do no harm or injustice to them.
I will not give a lethal drug to anyone if I am asked, nor will I advise such a plan; and similarly I will not give a woman a
pessary to cause an abortion.
In purity and according to divine law will I carry out my life and my art.
I will not use the knife, even upon those suffering from stones, but I will leave this to those who are trained in this craft.
Into whatever homes I go, I will enter them for the benefit of the sick, avoiding any voluntary act of impropriety or 
corruption, including the seduction of women or men, whether they are free men or slaves.
Whatever I see or hear in the lives of my patients, whether in connection with my professional practice or not, which ought 
not to be spoken of outside, I will keep secret, as considering all such things to be private.
So long as I maintain this Oath faithfully and without corruption, may it be granted to me to partake of life fully and the 
practice of my art, gaining the respect of all men for all time. However, should I transgress this Oath and violate it, may 
the opposite be my fate.
Translated by Michael North, National Library of Medicine, 2002.

https://digitalcommons.library.tmc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https:/
/www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&article=1009&context=homl
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Rural Urban

Agricultural Industrial

Uninsured Insured

Generalist Specialist

“The good physician treats the 
disease, but the great physician 

treats the patient. It is much more 
important to know what sort of 
patient has the disease than to 
know what sort of disease the 

patient has.”

-Sir William Osler

1.Does technology serve to impersonalize 
medical care as a by-product of the 
increasing ability to diagnose?

2.If so, does that deleterious effect on the 
relationship make claims/suits more likely?
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The Three Elements of a Malpractice Claim

• DUTY

• BREACH OF THE DUTY (The Standard of Care)

• Direct (“Proximate, Ms. Palsgraf!”) Cause of Injury

DUTY

DUTY

“In response to Paragraph 13 of 
Plaintiff’s Petition, Dr. Smith admits that 
she is a board certified internal medicine 
physician practicing in Tulsa, and that at 
all pertinent times she was a treating 
physician of the Plaintiff.”
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Independent Medical Examination

DUTY

• Michigan “Limited physician patient relationship means there 
may be liability for harm caused during exam.

• Arizona “Radiologist interpreting chest film for tuberculosis 
screening for employer may have duty to inform patient of 
unrelated, life-threatening condition.

• Colorado, Connecticut, Montana, New Jersey, and maybe 
others have followed suit.

• Oklahoma?

Ann Intern Med. 2005; 142: 974-978

DUTY

• When does the physician-patient relationship begin?

• When does the physician-patient relationship end?
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“This Court has not directly 
confronted the issue of whether a 
physician-patient relationship is 
essential for imposition of a duty in a 
medical malpractice action.”

“Here , Dr. Schlinke did not render medical advice to the plaintiffs; did 
not provide services to the treating physician on behalf of Shelby or 
Crawford; took no affirmative action to treat Shelby or Crawford; spoke 
only with Dr. Badgett and not to the Crawford or Jennings; did not 
examine Shelby or Crawford; did not receive a referral of Shelby or 
Crawford for treatment or consultation; was not employed by Dr. 
Badgett and had not been asked or contracted by Dr. Badgett to 
provide medical treatment to Shelby or Crawford; and had not reviewed 
any work, conducted any laboratory tests, reviewed any test results, 
prepared any reports, or billed the plaintiffs. Further, none of the 
plaintiffs agreed that Dr. Schlinke could treat Crawford or Shelby. Even 
though Dr. Badgett chose to rely on Dr. Schlinke's opinion, Dr. Badgett
was free to exercise his independent judgment. “
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WHAT GETS IN THE WAY?

• Distraction

WHAT GETS IN THE WAY?

WHAT GETS IN THE WAY?

• Cost?

• Third-Party Administration?

• Bureaucrats?

• Employers (Health Systems)?

• Anonymous On-Line Reviews?
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WHAT GETS IN THE WAY?

What we hear in depositions:

-Seemed hurried/didn’t take time

-Seemed dismissive

-Acted arrogant

-Said the procedure would be “no problem” and nothing could go 
wrong

-Attempted to use dirty tire pressure gauge to inspect my ears*

*not true

WHAT ENHANCES THE RELATIONSHIP?

WHAT ENHANCES THE RELATIONSHIP?

• Orientation

-Discussion About Expectations

-Provide information about the flow of a visit

• Humor

• Facilitation

-Solicit the patient’s opinions

-Check the patient’s understanding

-Encourage dialogue/ask for questions
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WHAT ENHANCES THE RELATIONSHIP?

Physician-patient communication. The relationship with 
malpractice claims among primary care physicians and surgeons.

Levinson W1, Roter DL, Mullooly JP, Dull VT, Frankel RM.

JAMA. 1997 Feb 19;277(7):553-9.

QUESTIONS?

Bill Fiasco
wfiasco@ahn-law.com

918.582.8877


